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Perkins or Wickes or any of their advisers. Any dealing or encouraging others to deal on the basis of such information may amount to insider dealing under the Criminal Justice Act 1993 and/or market abuse under the Market Abuse Regulation (and/or, as applicable, such regulation
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in a retrieval system, disclosed or redistributed, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, by any medium or in any form to any other person for any purpose without Wickes’ prior written consent. You shall treat and safeguard as strictly private and confidential all information contained
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None of Wickes, Travis Perkins, Citigroup Global Markets Limited (“Citi”), Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch (“Deutsche Bank”, and together with Citi, the “Joint Sponsors”) or any of their respective shareholders, subsidiaries, affiliates, associates, or their respective directors,
officers, partners, employees, representatives and advisers (the “Associates” and together with Wickes, Travis Perkins and the Joint Sponsors, the “Relevant Parties”) makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness, truth, fullness, accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this presentation, or otherwise made available, nor as to the reasonableness of any assumption contained herein, and any liability therefore (including in respect of direct, indirect, consequential loss or damage) is expressly disclaimed.
Nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future and no reliance, in whole or in part, should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information contained herein. Further, nothing
in this presentation should be construed as constituting legal, business, tax, actuarial, financial or other specialist advice. Neither receipt of the presentation by any person, nor any information contained in them, supplied with them or subsequently communicated to any person by, or
on behalf of Wickes, the Joint Sponsors or any other Relevant Party constitutes or is to be taken as constituting the giving of investment advice by Wickes or any other Relevant Party.
Apart from the responsibilities and liabilities, if any, which may be imposed on the Joint Sponsors by the FSMA or the regulatory regime established thereunder or under the regulatory regime of any jurisdiction where exclusion of liability under the rel evant regulatory regime would be
illegal, void or unenforceable, each of the Joint Sponsors and their respective Associates disclaim, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law and regulation, all and any indirect or direct responsibility and liability whether express or implied, arising in tort, contract or
otherwise, which they might otherwise have in respect of: (i) the presentation or any information contained therein; and (ii) any errors, omissions or misstatements contained in the presentation.
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competition, changes in government and other regulation, changes in political and economic stability, disruptions in business operations due to reorganisation activities, and interest rate and currency fluctuations. Each of the Relevant Parties disclaims any obligation to update,
review or revise any forward-looking or other statements contained in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Wickes is a transformed business

The old Wickes

Wickes today: a digitally led, service enabled home improvement business
Physical estate

Digitally enabled
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Wickes is a digitally-led, service enabled home improvement
business

Vision
A project in every home

Mission
To be the partner of choice for Home Improvers and Local Trade

Customer
proposition

Local Trade

Do it for me (DIFM)

DIY

From trade-trusted brands to always
being 10% cheaper, we can save you
time and money when you shop with
TradePro

From concept to completion, plus all the
finishing touches, we can help you with
your project every step of the way

From our curated range to bringing you
the right quality products at the right
prices, we can help you to tackle your
project providing advice, guidance and
knowledge

Enabled by highly engaged colleagues, a winning culture and a leading sustainability position

Foundations
Digitally-led

Distinctive service model
providing inspiration, service
and fulfilment

Low cost, right-sized
physical estate

Simple, clear pricing offering
value to customers
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Wickes operates in a large and growing market

Home improvement represents a market of £25bn growing at 2.5% p.a.
(Encompassing RMI / home improvement spend by the home owner (DIY) or assisted through expert providers (DIFM) and trade)

£28bn
£25bn
£22bn

DIY
The DIY market is expected
to remain stable…

DIFM

…with consumer trends
shifting towards the DIFM
market…

Local Trade
…supported by resilient
demand from Local Trade

2013A

Sources:

2018A

2024E

Company accounts, AMA Research, Global Data, Mintel 2019
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There are three distinct routes for customers to complete their
home improvement projects

Local Trade

DIFM
DIFM

Loft conversion
Extension

Bathroom
Driveway

Kitchen

Flooring
Tiling

DIY

Hang a door

Painting

Shed

Hang a shelf

Customer needs

High skill / cost
•
•
•
•
•

Sources:

Low skill / cost

Speed – save time
Value – save money
Certainty – stock in depth
Recognition – respect my job
Quality – trust in materials

Howdens

Screwfix

Planting

TradePoint

• Inspiration
• Helpful expert advice
• An end to end service – top-rated
installers
• Reliability – delivery and
completion on time
• Guarantees – confidence in
workmanship

Everest

Magnet

Wren Kitchens

• Simple, clear choices – range and
value
• Product and project help
• Certainty – availability
• Delivery – reliable, flexible service
• Online convenience

B&Q

Homebase

Amazon

Company estimates
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At least half of Wickes’ sales are digitally-led across all three
customer routes

Stores credited and motivated by all digitally-led sales

Digital leading our journeys

The role of the store is
changing

At least half our customer journeys
involve digital as customers demand:

E-commerce

Convenience

Click & collect
Local home delivery
Online in store (OLI)

Certainty

TradePro

Value

Help and advice

Delivery

Walk-in

Showroom web leads
(DIFM)

Research online

In store TradePro
members

In store appointment

In store customers
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The store model is complementary to the digital journey with
95% of sales touching the stores

DIFM

Order fulfilment

Space to dream and
visualise your project with
expert help at hand

Orders picked and ready for
collection or delivery

Assisted selling

Self service

Support to find exactly
what you need

Simple, quick and easy to
shop
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A right sized, profitable physical estate with national coverage
underpins Wickes' fulfilment capability

Key highlights

94%

28k sq. ft.

of our stores
contribute to profit(a)

average instore size

135

Only 12

stores in our new format

Oversized stores

+25%
sales increases from 100+ refits

(a)
(b)

Well distributed national presence

235 stores(b), strategically
located for maximum
footfall

2
Distribution centres

LTM H1 19
As at Dec-19
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Wickes offers a clear value proposition with price leadership for
customers

Wickes has a strong price index both overall and on our top selling lines,
benefiting all customer types
Competitor 1

Competitor 2

Competitor 3

Clear and simple pricing in store

Competitor 4

Price index by competitor (Wickes = 100)

113.5

108.7

108.2
106.4

105.7

103.4

103.1
102.1

100.0

Wickes

Top 150

Total

Top 150

Total

Top 150

Total

Top 150

Total

Note: Average of weekly price index between Jan-19 and Oct-19
Source; Wickes analysis
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Wickes has exciting plans in each area to continue and
accelerate the growth

Vision
A project in every home

Mission
To be the partner of choice for Home Improvers and Local Trade

Levers for Growth

Customer
proposition

Winning for Trade

Accelerating DIFM

DIY Category Wins

TradePro growth

Natural growth extensions

Getting our fair share in underweight
categories

Enabled by highly engaged colleagues and a leading sustainability position

Store refits
Foundations

High ROCE refreshes

Digital Leadership
Continued development of a seamless
offer

Enhanced store service model
Laying the foundations for future growth
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Wickes has a compelling investment case

Our mission is to be the partner of choice for home improvers and local trade

1

Uniquely balanced business

2

Distinctive and hard to replicate customer proposition

3

Proven levers for growth

Underpinned by engaged colleagues and a winning culture
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